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Addressing the Issues of a Super-
Aging Society by Using Our 
Financial Functions
As Japan becomes a super-aging society, social-economic  
systems such as pensions and social insurance programs 
that support people’s lives are getting increasingly 
feeble, and responses in providing adequate financial 
services to elderly people with dementia, etc. are 
being delayed. As a result of such trends, there is an 
increasing number of risks that may interfere with 
people’s safe livings.

The Group promotes high value-added solution 
businesses harnessing its skills and functions as a trust 
bank group, and contributes to ensuring the security 
of individual assets, stability in housing for clients, 
and livelihood security for seniors and their families.

•  Spreading the “productive aging” approach whereby seniors de-
cide how they want to live their life.

•  Expanding support for extending the age to which people can 
maintain good health (“healthy life years”) and the age to which 
people can live without financial difficulty (“wealth span”).

•  Developing a decision-making support system that respects the 
wishes of the individual as much as possible even after the onset 
of dementia.

•  Providing housing and a support system to enable seniors to con-
tinue leading their own lives (community building).

Challenges for Achieving the Goals

Initiatives for Solving the Challenges

•  Supporting productive aging by providing client-oriented financial 
services and extensive financial information.

•  Supporting asset formation and the smooth transfer of assets to 
the next generation with comprehensive consulting for both assets 
and liabilities.

•  Enhancing employee literacy regarding dementia, stepping up 
community and industry collaboration initiatives, and expanding as-
set management services.

•  Contributing to the development of housing and providing options 
to clients so that seniors can maintain quality of life.

KPIs for Solving the Challenges

•  Enhancing our total solution model that includes expanded prod-
ucts for elderly clients in an age when many people will live to be 
100 years old. 

•  Expanding collaboration between branch offices and nearby inte-
grated community support centers. 

•  Strengthening our ability to serve clients with dementia, including 
the enhancement of  asset management services. 

•  Promoting industry collaboration and demonstrating leadership on 
dementia-related issues.
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1. Being Our Clients’ “Best Partner” in an Age of 100-year-life

By harnessing the significant expertise and broad 
range of products and services that only a dedicated 
trust bank group can provide, we aim to be our clients’ 
“best partner” by offering total consulting services that 

take into account the attributes of assets and liabilities 
that change in accordance with the lifecycle of our indi-
vidual clients.

100-Year Life Solution Department
Given the advent of an age in which more and more 
people will likely live to be 100 years old, SuMi TRUST 
Bank established a Longevity Support Department with 
the goal of providing suitable solutions to address the 
various issues faced by our individual clients.

The Longevity Support Department will aim to iden-
tify the increasingly diverse and complex needs of clients 
caused by changes in time horizons as a result of longer 
living and develop and successively roll out a whole host 
of solutions by harnessing the Group’s unique know-how 
cultivated over many years in an effort to deliver security, 
safety, and enjoyment to our clients.

Establishment of Sumitomo Mitsui Trust 
Future Assets Institute
SuMi TRUST Bank established the Sumitomo Mitsui Trust 
Future Assets Institute for the purpose of examining and 
conducting research into the various needs and con-
cerns pertaining to the building and utilization of assets 
required in an age when many people will likely live to 
be 100 years old. This new institute will aim to provide 

information about these activities to not only the Group’s 
clients, but to broader society.

Thus far the SuMi TRUST Group, including SuMi 
TRUST Bank, has continued to implement initiatives with 
a primary focus on providing products and services that 
address the issues and needs of clients, guided by action 
plans formulated in accordance with our client-oriented 
policies. With the establishment of the Sumitomo Mitsui 
Trust Future Assets Institute, however, we intend to dis-
seminate from a neutral and objective standpoint infor-
mation about the formation and use of assets to not only 
individual clients of different age groups, but to wider 
society, including corporate clients that struggle to assist 
their employees in creating wealth, educational institu-
tions, and other various organizations.
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 assets

50 60 70 8040

Collection of inherited and gifted assets

Planned drawdowns and continued investments

Growth in assets by leveraging real estate
(liquidation sale, moving house, reverse mortgage, etc.)

Succession of assets
Inheritance

Extending the wealth span 
through asset growth and 
management mainly by 
leveraging real estate and 
smooth asset inheritance

Collection of retirement benefits

Supporting planned asset formation in old age 
mainly through savings, investments, and insurance

Wage income Income from public pension

Income from private pension

Wage income for rehired retireesLump-sum retirement allowance

Main
income

Living expenses (repayment of home mortgage etc.)
Medical and nursing

care costsMain
expenses

Working-age generations Retirement-age
generations Senior generations

Home for 
elderly

Housing Current residence
Conveniently located condo

Trust Banks Offer a Rich Variety of Problem-Solving Functions



Consultations on Taxes and  
Estate Planning relating to HousingRenovation Loans Services relating to Real Estate

Bridge Loans for Sales of Real Estate
Housing assistance loans for seniors

Reverse Mortgages

The SuMi TRUST 
Group supports housing for 
senior generations

Relocate to 
a residence 
for seniors

Relocate to 
a comfortable 
residence

Stay at present 
address

R
elo

cate

Relocate

C
o

ntinue to
 live in  

current ho
m

e

Can you afford to 
keep paying 
housing operation 
and maintenance 
fees?

What will you do 
when nursing care 
becomes 
necessary?

Where would you 
like to see out your 
final days?

Do you live with 
other family 
members?

1

2

3
Current home

Supporting seniors 
at key decision-points 

in their lives

Housing Options for Seniors

Issues to consider 
when thinking about 
housing options

Your

Option

Option

Option

Last Bank

Each SuMi TRUST Bank branch has been assigned 
experienced financial consultants with expertise in 
real estate, taxes, and inheritance and succession 
that can provide consultations relating to various 
housing options.

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Panasonic Finance offers 
renovation loans that provide the funds necessary 
to make such renovations as barrier-free improve-
ments as a way to support elderly clients to live 
comfortably in their old age.

SuMi TRUST Bank offers clients aged 60 years or 
older a housing assistance loan that can be used 
to purchase a home. This product helps clients re-
consider their living arrangements in order to pro-
long their healthy life expectancy. For example, by 
renovating their current dwelling to make it barrier 
free, or moving to a more user-friendly house that 
is also closer to their children.

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Realty provides broker-
age services that ensure secure, reliable property 
purchases and sales to clients looking to relocate, 
leveraging the consulting capabilities and broad-
based information network of our Group. We as-
sist with sales and effective use of assets such as 
residential property, inherited property, idle prop-
erty, and real estate owned for business or invest-
ment purposes.

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Loan & Finance offers 
bridge loans for real estate sales to clients who 
are considering a move to a conveniently located 
condominium or a residence for seniors so they 
do not have to rush to sell their precious property, 
providing them with support as they seek a new 
home that suits their lifestyle in their golden years.

SuMi TRUST Bank offers reverse mortgage loans 
whereby the client puts up their home as collateral 
to borrow funds for retirement. The funds can be 
used for various purposes, such as home renova-
tions or for the deposit when moving into a nurs-
ing home.
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2. Ensuring Stability in Housing for Senior Generations

Housing holds the key for the elderly to maintain their quality of life and feel safe 
in their everyday routines. SuMi TRUST Bank provides information about housing 
that matches the needs of senior generation clients and supports them in securing 
stable housing using the Group’s array of functions. Moreover, in our 
digest report for seniors (Considering Senior-Generation Housing—
V2.0), we go into more detail about the following three options.
Japanese URL: https://www.smth.jp/csr/report/2018/all5.pdf

Website URL: 
http://www.smtb.jp/csr/withyou/successfulaging/

Our lineup of products and services that provide housing assistance to seniors
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3. Initiatives to Increase Housing for Seniors

The senior cohort in Japan’s population is increasing rap-
idly, with seniors over the age of 65 now accounting for 
over one-fourth of the total populace. The senior cohort 
will continue to increase over time, and within this trend, 
the segment of seniors living to very advanced ages is pro-
jected to climb rapidly. In particular, this trend is expected 
to become more conspicuous in major urban centers.

Attendant with this trend, the number of seniors who 
require nursing care is growing along with the deteriora-
tion of their mental and physical well-being, thus leading 
to further shortage of high-quality nursing care facilities, 
which are already undersupplied.

In contrast, there has been a gradual increase in 
seniors that seek the option of relocating to safe, secure 
housing for seniors while they are healthy enough to do 
with little difficulty.

SuMi TRUST Bank strives to amass know-how on market 
trends and business feasibility relating to nursing care facil-
ities and housing for seniors. Leveraging that knowledge 
base, we support a variety of formats that advance the sup-
ply of facilities and housing for seniors in ways that respond 
to the aforementioned needs of seniors.

(1) Accumulated Know-how
SuMi TRUST Bank uses the tools listed below that it has 
prepared within its organization.

It also actively exchanges information with the many 
companies involved in nursing care facilities and homes for 
seniors such as facility operators, construction firms, and 
real estate companies.

Through these efforts, we work to amass specialist know-
how about the market trends and business feasibility relat-
ing to this business domain.

(2)  Support for Nursing Care Facilities and 
Housing for Seniors

Effective Use of Land

We collaborate with facility operators and construction 
firms as one kind of proposal we offer to individual and 
corporate clients that are investigating land-use options, 
and we propose plans for funding and offer various advice 
on the construction of properties such as paid nursing care 
facilities for seniors, housing for seniors with care services, 
and group homes for seniors with dementia.

We also provide specialist proposals for using subsidies 
and improving facilities on land that is in a designated 
“productive greening” zone.

Executing Business Feasibility Loans

SuMi TRUST Bank is promoting business feasibility loans 
(apartment loans) relating to the construction of hous-
ing for seniors and nursing care facilities. It has executed 
31 such loans through November 2019, and the number 
of inquiries regarding such loans has continued to trend 
upwards in the past few years.

Together with the aforementioned proposal for effective 
use of land, we will proceed with the initiatives for execut-
ing business feasibility loans.

Finance for Healthcare REITs

SuMi TRUST Bank actively provides finance to healthcare 
REITs, which are a source of stable, long-term funding for 
healthcare facilities such as residences for the elderly and 
medical malls. Healthcare REITs raise funding for use in 
healthcare facility acquisition fees and related expenses. 
We have made two loans to healthcare REITs with the num-
ber of facilities linked to these loans coming to 58 as of 
November 2019.

Securitization Business for Healthcare Facilities

SuMi TRUST Bank is actively engaging in the securitization 
business relating to healthcare REITs and privately placed 
funds. As of November 2019, total healthcare REIT assets 
held in trust at SuMi TRUST Bank came to 220.8 billion yen, 
with the number of facilities standing at 101. In the securi-
tization business related to REITs and privately place funds, 
SuMi TRUST Bank uses the scheme of a real estate admin-
istration and disposal trust. This scheme refers to transfer 
of real estate ownership from the trustor (real estate owner) 
to the trustee (trust bank) followed by administration, man-
agement and disposal of the real estate by the trustee 
based on directions given by the beneficiary and the distri-
bution of profits thus generated (mainly rent revenue minus 
expenses) as dividends to the beneficiary.

Moreover, in addition to engaging in the real estate secu-
ritization business, SuMi TRUST Bank is also REIT-related 
asset custodian and general administrative work agent. 
Healthcare & Medical Investment Corporation (SuMi TRUST 
Bank entrustment), established in December 2014, provides 
various support services in cooperation with customers.

Database on regional information
•  This database collects from each local authority demo-

graphic data such as population and households in its 
respective region.

Database on senior housing
•  This database collects data on nursing care facilities 

and housing for seniors across Japan as well as specific 
information about sales and operating entities.

Market analysis tools
•  We apply market analysis tools to the aforementioned 

information. This enables us to ascertain demand 
trends at specified locations.

Operating income and expenditure program
•  Using the program, we estimate the operating income 

and expenditures for each business type relating to 
nursing care facilities and housing for seniors.
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4. Dealing with Dementia-related Problems

The number of people with dementia in Japan is rising 
sharply as the population continues to age—roughly 
one in seven people aged 65 or older are diagnosed 
with dementia, or around one in four if including those 
that show signs of the early stages of dementia known 

The problems of dementia concern not just financial 
institutions—they must be addressed by the community 
at large. From this perspective, SuMi TRUST Bank partici-
pates in the government-led community-based compre-
hensive care system and we think we can play a unique 
role within the framework of this system. Based on this 

In February 2018, our Group concluded an agreement 
with the Tokyo Metropolitan Government with the aim of 
building a community to support senior citizens and the 
like. Under the agreement, we aim to (1) provide gentle 

watch over seniors, (2) cooperate on building a commu-
nity to support those with dementia and their families, (3) 
prevent consumer damage among seniors, and (4) pro-
vide assistance to other community activities.

Problems caused by dementia, such as the frequent 
loss of account passbooks and requests for their reis-
suance, occur daily at our branches, therefore we need 
to fully understand the characteristics of dementia and 
improve our literacy so that we can respond flexibly and 
adequately. Based on its New Orange Plan, a policy 
to build friendly communities for elderly persons with 
dementia, the Japanese government is implementing an 
initiative to train people to provide support to demen-
tia sufferers and their families. At SuMi TRUST Bank too, 
we are instructing employees at our branches to attend 
this training course so they can acquire basic dementia 
knowledge and better respond to problems when they 
first occur (as of end-September 2019, 3,118 people have 

undertaken this training course).
Furthermore, because the dementia supporter train-

ing course does not focus on the finance industry, we 
have sent all of our branches copies of the booklet enti-
tled Guide for Dementia Friendly 
Financial Services and instructed 
them to strengthen their practical 
approach to dealing with demen-
tia issues by holding study ses-
sions during which employees that 
have already acquired the basic 
knowledge can read through the 
content of the booklet together.

as mild cognitive impairment. From the viewpoint of nor-
malization, SuMi TRUST Bank implements various initia-
tives with the aim of creating a society in which clients 
with dementia can still lead a life that is not dissimilar to 
normal individuals.

thinking, our branches across the country have made 
initial contact with nearby community-based compre-
hensive support centers (the core organizations tasked 
with providing comprehensive community care) and are 
implementing initiatives aimed at building a foundation 
for collaboration. 

Improving Literacy at Branches

Participating in Community-based Comprehensive Care System

Community Building Agreement with Tokyo Metropolitan Government

SuMi TRUST Bank is implementing dementia-related initiatives by collaborating with COLTEM (collaboration center of law, technol-
ogy, and medicine for autonomy of older adults), which receives assistance from MEXT’s Japan Science and Technology Agency, as 
well as the graduate school of Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, a leader in dementia research (in particular, Professor Jin 
Narumoto, Department of Psychiatry). The publication of our Guide for Dementia Friendly Financial Services in September 2017 is 
one such accomplishment of our initiatives. We have also contributed to improving the entire financial industry’s response to de-
mentia issues by taking the lead in hosting symposiums with a focus on finance and dementia. The knowledge gained from these 
activities have greatly helped SuMi TRUST Bank develop its own products and services.

Collaboration with COLTEM

COLUMN
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Lineup of asset management services for addressing dementia

 Asset Management for Clients with Dementia

*No management fees

Under this structure, funds held in 
the trust cannot be withdrawn with-
out the approval of a previously 
nominated family member.
This prevents the client from being 
drawn into a scam because it pro-
vides the client with an opportuni-
ty to first discuss any planned with-
drawals with family members.

A fixed amount of the funds held 
in the security trust can be 
withdrawn periodically to pay for 
living expenses (up to 
¥200,000/month).

Lump-sum
payment method

Regular fixed-amount
payment method

Security Trust

Safeguards precious assets from malicious scams with two-tier account security.

The concerns of our clients and their children (many of 
whom live apart) are growing as more crimes targeting the 
elderly, such as bank-transfer scams, are becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated. Our Security Trust safeguards the 
assets of our clients from such financial crimes. The prod-
uct is structured so that funds can only be withdrawn after 
approval of the previously nominated consenting party (a 
relative within the third degree of kinship to the client) has 
been obtained. The trust can also be utilized in conjunc-
tion with the regular fixed-amount payment method.

Key Point

Has no problems 
making decisions

Need to implement 
a way of commu-
nicating intentions 
in preparation for 

decreased decision-
making capacity

Conclude a civil trust agreement with family members

Utilize the support program for  
self-reliance in daily life

Application of legal 
guardianship system

Entrust asset management to  
family members under contract

Receive daily living support from 
public agencies (Japan National 

Council of Social Welfare)

Receive support according to one’s level of 
decision-making capability from an adult guardian 

appointed by the family court

Feels insecure about 
making decisions

Capacity to make decisions 
has decreased considerably

Support

Min.

Assis-
tance

Guard-
ianship

Limit withdrawal requirements  
and entrust asset management  

to trust bank

Trust product integrating  
numerous functions and  

various services

SuMi TRUST Bank’s Anshin Support Trust

SuMi TRUST Bank’s  
Centenarian Support Trust

Conclude a discretionary guardianship 
contract with delegated representative

SuMi TRUST Bank’s Discretionary Guardianship System Support Trust  
(entrust additional safeguarding which is not covered under discretionary 

guardianship contract to trust bank)

Conclude a contract prescribing matters 
on the delegation of a representative for 
physical custody and asset management

Commu-
nicating 

intentions

Daily 
living 

support

Daily 
living 

support

Daily 
living 

support

Safe-
guarding

Safe-
guarding

Safe-
guarding

Safe-
guarding

Commu-
nicating 

intentions

Commu-
nicating 

intentions

Safe-
guarding 

(addi-
tional)

Safe-
guarding 

(addi-
tional)

Has the capac-
ity to conclude 

contracts

Max.

Trust bank’s guardianship system support trust  
(for some guardianships, the trust bank manages assets pursuant to the decision  

of the family court)

SuMi TRUST Bank’s Security TrustPrevent fraud damage with trust 
with termination limitations

Safe-
guarding

Commu-
nicating 

intentions

Daily 
living 

support

Safe-
guarding

can rely on the considerations of their supporters, so particu-
larly with regard to legal procedures, such as contracts, they 
will need a way to communicate their intentions under a pri-
vate contract while they are still capable of making decisions. 
In our digest report for seniors (Considering the Problems of 
Dementia), we provide easy-
to-understand explanations 
of the adult guardianship 
system and other public 
support schemes, as well as 
our financial products and 
services that complement 
those schemes.
Japanese URL: 
https://www.smth.jp/csr/report/2019/all5.pdf

Once a person loses his or her ability to make decisions 
because of dementia or some other reason, they struggle to 
manage their deposits and savings or stay on top of various 
financial agreements. This makes them easy targets for bank-
transfer scams or unscrupulous business practices. In asset 
management, needless to say, the safeguarding of finances 
must be prioritized before anything else. Next required is daily 
living support in asset management. They may require help 
in managing their day-to-day finances, for example, collect-
ing pension payments, paying taxes and utility bills, or paying 
money when they go shopping. And offering support to help 
them communicate their intentions is also key. Even though 
someone with dementia may find it difficult to communicate 
their thoughts, what they want to do or what they want done 
remains the same. However, there is a limit to how much they 
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Discretionary Guardianship System Support Trust

Anshin Support Trust

Under the discretionary guardianship system, a separate money trust provides an extra 
level of safeguarding.

Even after the onset of dementia, the trust bank can preserve the client’s assets and ensure their 
intentions are communicated by prescribing in advance the requirements for asset disbursement.

This money trust supports the discretionary guardianship system by managing the assets of its users. It safely and soundly 
protects assets held in the money trust because after the discretionary guardianship contract takes effect, funds can only 
be released (lump-sum payment) with the consent of the discretionary guardianship supervisor. Funds required for day-
to-day living expenses can also be released periodically (regular fixed-amount payments), which alleviates the burden 
of asset management on the discretionary guardian. Until the discretionary guardianship contract comes into effect, the 
client or their nominated representative can take charge of procedures for lump-sum or regular fixed-amount payments. 
An authorization form signed by the client must be submitted each time the representative wishes to take charge of 
procedures on behalf of the client.

Our Anshin Support Trust leverages the unique func-
tions of the trust bank to offer clients and their families 
longer-term and customized support for the preserva-
tion and management of their precious assets.

Not only is money entrusted to SuMi TRUST Bank, 
the Anshin Support Trust helps clients communicate 
their intentions well in advance by legally prescribing 
the requirements for the disbursement of assets and 
to whom remaining assets should be distributed upon 
termination of the trust. The trust also safeguards the 
client’s assets because any withdrawals must meet the 
prescribed requirements for asset disbursement and 
require the approval or instruction of the designated 
authorizing person.

If there is no suitable relative who can serve as the 
person authorized to give directions for the trust, the cli-
ent can conclude a discretionary guardianship contract 
with a responsible attorney or judicial scrivener autho-
rizing them to perform such duties.

* In addition to the money trust described above, the Anshin Support Trust is also 
available in the form of a life insurance trust.

Key Point

Key Point

Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank
(trustee)

After application but before
discretionary guardianship contract takes effect After discretionary guardianship contract takes effect

Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank
(trustee)

Client
(trustor and beneficiary)

Client
(trustor and beneficiary) Discretionary 

guardianship 
supervisor

Discretionary 
guardian
(representative)

Nominated 
discretionary 
guardian

Signing of 
application forms

Submission of application forms
Money entrusted

Notice of nomination of 
discretionary guardianship 
supervisor

Payment consent

Money disbursed (lump-sum or regular 
fixed-amount payments) according to 
instructions of discretionary guardian

Money disbursed (lump-sum or 
regular fixed-amount payments) 
according to instructions of client

Giving consent and 
directions with respect 
to disbursement of 
assets to beneficiary

Distribution of remaining 
trust assets upon 
termination of the trust

Jointly operated 
designated money 
trust with special 
clause attached

Client/family member
(beneficiary)

Family member/charity
(person entitled to assets)

Person authorized
to give directions

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank
(trustee)

Client
(trustor)

Payment of living 
or medical 
expenses

Establishment of trust 
(contract or will)

Money entrusted

Structure of Anshin Support Trust

Support ServicesFortune protection/legal action Estate management
Estate management functionsSafeguarding 

(additional)
Daily living 

support
Communicating intentions

Support ServicesFortune protection/legal action Estate management
Estate management functionsSafeguarding Daily living 

support
Communicating intentions
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Client
(trustor and beneficiary)

Related guardian/
professional 

guardian
(legal representative)

Family court

Report

Instructions

Submission of application forms
Money entrusted

Money disbursed
according to written

instructions of family court

Jointly operated
designated money
trust with special
clause attached

Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank

(trustee)

Management
of money

In the case of discretionary guardianship:  
Professional association introduces client to discre-

tionary guardian (delegated party) candidates

In the case of legal guardianship: 
Petition to family court

Sumitomo Mitsui 
Trust Bank

Professional industry associations (as of August 1, 2019)

Legal-Support Adult Guardian Center

Eight bar associations
Dai-Ichi Tokyo, Dai-Ni Tokyo, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Aichi, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo

Certified tax accountant associations
13 certified public tax accountant associations from across Japan and the 
Japan Federation of Certified Public Tax Accountants’ AssociationsClients that need to 

discuss or utilize the adult 
guardianship system

  The petition requires forms such as a written application and petition fees.
  Some family courts require that the day and time of visit is booked over the telephone.

  The family court judges when the guardianship shall begin and also appoints an adult guardian thought to be the most suitable candidate.
  If no objections are filed, the court’s judgment is confirmed two weeks after the adult guardian takes receipt of the written judgment. Dur-
ing this two-week period, the person subject to the guardianship, their spouse, or a relative within the fourth degree of kinship (excluding 
the petitioner) can file a petition for objection (immediate appeal) against the court’s judgment.

Petition

Judgment
(start of guardianship 
and appointment of 

adult guardian)

  After the petition is filed, the court staff may inquire about the circumstances of the petitioner, guardian candidates, or the person subject 
to the guardianship, or seek the opinions of the person’s relatives regarding the guardian candidates. In addition, the judge may ask 
about these circumstances, if required.
  The person’s decision-making capacity may need to be assessed.

Hearings,  
inquiries, and as-

sessments

Guardianship System Support Trust

Consultations and Inquiries related to Adult Guardianship System

The trust bank safeguards the client’s assets pursuant to instructions of the family court to 
prevent guardian dishonesty.

This is structured so that the savings and deposits needed for day-to-day payments for a person receiving assistance under 
the legal guardianship system are managed by a guardian while money not ordinarily used is entrusted to the trust bank.

When utilizing this trust, written instructions issued by the family court in advance are required in order to withdraw 
the trust assets or cancel the trust contract. In principle, a professional guardian such as an attorney or judicial scrivener 
will act on behalf of the client to make decisions regarding the entrustment of assets, including the trust bank to which 
the assets are entrusted and the amount of trust assets, and conclude a trust contract with the trust bank pursuant to 
instructions of the family court.

This trust provides appropriate protection from the misuse of the client’s assets by an adult guardian.

SuMi TRUST Bank has entered into agreements with various associations of professional services that are active in the area 
of adult guardianship and refers the consultations regarding the adult guardianship system and those clients who wish to 
utilize the system to these professional associations.

Key Point

Support ServicesFortune protection/legal action Estate management
Estate management functionsSafeguarding 

(additional)
Daily living 

support
Communicating intentions

Cumulative number of users of guardianship system support trusts

Source: Jan-Dec 2018 data on use of guardianship system support trusts, 
 Family Bureau of General Secretariat of Supreme Court of Japan
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Structure of Special Donation Trusts

5. Helping with Lifestyles of Family and Relatives

Family Consideration Trust (Lump Sum)
In the event of a bereavement, family members have to 
deal with various procedures, including arrangements 
for the funeral and inheritance-related procedures. The 
Family Consideration Trust (Lump Sum) is a product that, 
in the event of a client’s death, pays out the deposited 
assets in trust to a recipient designated in advance by 
the client from among their legal heirs so as to cover 
interim expenses and funeral costs.

Special Donation Trust
The special donation trust is a product for the purpose of 
contributing to stable living into the future for specified 
persons with disabilities. With this trust, funds donated 
are managed securely by SuMi TRUST Bank through 
jointly operated designated money trusts and other 
instruments, and disbursed to the specified person with 
disabilities by the bank on behalf of the client.

“Specified persons with disabilities” who become 
beneficiaries are divided into “special persons with dis-
abilities” and “other specified persons with disabilities” 
according to the degree of disability. Special persons 
with disabilities may receive up to 60 million yen tax-free 
in periodic installments to cover living costs or medical 
expenses, while other specified persons with disabilities 
may receive up to 30 million yen without paying tax.

Centenarian Support Trust (100-Year Passport)

Incorporating a number of useful features in preparation for decreased decision-making capacity 
among many clients in the future when more people are likely to reach the age of 100, this trust 
product has been designed to help clients feel at ease and enjoy a productive life.

A money trust armed with a host of useful features to combat the problems elderly clients may face, such as withdrawing from 
their bank account, when the ability to make decisions has declined because of dementia or other similar symptoms. Along 
with tie-up solutions under the adult guardianship system and broad-ranging client-focused consulting, the Centenarian 
Support Trust is the product best suited to an age when more people will likely live to be 100.

Key Point

Four features in one package

Delegation of payments (pension deposits and other payments as needed)

In preparing for dementia or other health concerns, another person can be designated in advance to take care of payment procedures. 
A relative within the third degree of kinship, lawyer, or judicial scrivener can be nominated.

During dementia or ill health:
 Monthly living expenses (up to ¥200,000/month) can be paid into the trust account. This amount can be increased once a year (up to ¥200,000).

 The trust can also be used to pay large sums that might arise from medical fees, nursing care expenses, or housing costs. A person approving withdrawals can also be set up in advance.

Daily living
support

Safeguar-
ding

*According to the Metropolitan Police Department, 16,496 cases of fraud occurred in 2018 for a total loss of roughly ¥36.39 billion.

Security Pension collection Considerate inheritance
Daily living

support

To avoid falling victim to the many types of 
scams—of which there are up to 16,000* 
cases annually—a person approving 
withdrawals can be set up in advance.

Monthly living expenses can be deposited 
on a periodic basis. This money can also be 
used to pay for additional creature comforts 
or gifted to loved ones.

Inheritance money of up to ¥5 million can be 
smoothly paid out to heirs designated in 
advance.

Safeguar-
ding

Communi-
cating

intentions

Support ServicesFortune protection/legal action Estate management
Estate management functionsSafeguarding Daily living 

support
Communicating intentions

Sumitomo
Mitsui Trust 

Bank
(trustee)

Client
trustor 

and 
donor

Beneficiary’s 
representative

Special 
donation
trust 
contract

Money 
entrusted

Payment of 
living, medical 
and other 
expenses

Concurrence, 
communi-
cation, etc.

Acting as an agent, giving 
concurrence and directions with 
respect to various transactions 
on behalf of beneficiaries

Deemed donations

Special 
disabled person

beneficiary 
and 

recipient 
of bequest

Client
(trustor and 
beneficiary)

Family 
member

(recipient of 
assets in trust)

•Apply for Family Consideration Trust (Lump Sum)
•Money entrusted
•Designate recipient of assets in trust

Sumitomo 
Mitsui 
Trust 
Bank

(trustee)

•Advice regarding payment method
•Payment of assets in trust

•At SuMi TRUST Bank Head Office, apply for payment
  from Family Consideration Trust (Lump Sum)

Client’s death

The recipient of the assets in trust receives them as a lump 
sum, as a payment for  interim expenses or funeral costs.

The recipient of the assets in trust receives them as a lump sum.

Illustration

(Lump Sum) 
Trust fund

Deposit into 
money trust
 (principal 
guaranteed)

(Lump Sum) 
Trust fund

A
p

p
licatio

n

D
eath

*  Along with the lump-sum Family Consideration Trust shown above, we also offer an annuity-

type product from which the assets in trust are paid to a beneficiary on a regular basis.
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Estate Planning
Estate planning is a service that provides support (con-
sulting) aimed at summing up the client’s wishes regard-
ing the succession of their assets and drawing up a 
specific plan for this. Using the know-how that we have 
built up over decades in the field of asset management, 
inheritance, and will-related services, SuMi TRUST Bank 
offers the following consultation services.

Will Trusts
SuMi TRUST Bank offers a will trust service to assist 
the inheritance of deposits, securities, real estate, and 
other assets by the next generation in accordance with 
the wishes of the client. In October 2019 
we launched an online will trust service 
with which clients can prepare their own 
draft of a will by following the on-screen 
instructions.
https://www.smtb.jp/personal/entrustment/succession/webwill/

Meanwhile, SuMi TRUST Bank provides information 
about the bequeathal donation system that some clients 
may wish to utilize in order to leave their estate for public 
benefit and the good of society.

One-Stop Inheritance Service
SuMi TRUST Bank offers a One-Stop Inheritance Service 
to ensure that complex inheritance procedures proceed 
smoothly. More specifically, upon application by an heir, 
we will provide support and carry out the following pro-
cedures on their behalf, according to their request.

Trust for Single Old Age (launched in December 2019)
This is a one-stop service, based on a final letter of 
instruction, for clients worried about those around them 
if by some chance they die and certain matters need to 
be taken care of after their death, such as a funeral ser-
vice, so-called “digital remains,” household belongings, 
obituary, and pets. We are now entering an era where 
a recorded final letter of instruction can be put into 
action. SuMi TRUST Bank started offering this service in 
December 2019 at selected branches.

Annual Donation Support Trust
Annual Donation Support Trust is a service that supports 
the implementation of procedures for lifetime donation 
to relatives, such as compilation of a donation contract. 
Each year, SuMi TRUST Bank provides customers with 
information on documents necessary for the donation, 
helping them to not miss the opportunity for donation. 
This service makes it easy to execute lifetime donations. 
Once each year, SuMi TRUST Bank sends a donation 
report to both the donor and recipient.

Tuition Fund Endowment Trust
An exemption from the gift tax has been created for lump-
sum donations to cover tuition funds, allowing grandparents 
to make a tax-free lump-sum donation to grandchildren, 
etc. aged under 30, to help with tuition fees and other edu-
cational costs (up to ¥15 million per grandchild, etc.).

SuMi TRUST Bank pays for the cost of education with 
this product in accordance with payment requests from 
grandchildren, etc.

6. Ensuring Heirs Inherit Family Wealth

 Helping Still-Living Clients to Give to the Next Generation

 Helping with Smooth Planning for Inheritances

Wedding and Child-Rearing Support Trust
As a tax incentive, up to 10 million yen can be given as a 
tax-free lump-sum donation for wedding or child-rearing 
purposes to a child or grandchild who is at least age 20 up 
until he or she turns age 50. As disbursements are made 
from a “money trust” that requires receipts confirming pay-
ments for wedding or child-rearing purposes, this product 
can clearly be the answer for donors who want their gifts to 
be used for marriage or child-rearing purposes.

Social Contribution Donation Trust
SuMi TRUST Bank offers products and services meant to 
support building a prosperous future for the next gen-
eration by enabling donation activities that serve the 
public interest. One such product is the social contribu-
tion donation trust, where clients select recipients every 
year from a list of organizations that SuMi TRUST Bank 
provides, and we process the donations (see Page 22).

• Confirmation of the legal heirs
• Investigation and identification of inherited property
• Advice in discussions concerning the division of the estate
•  Change of name on savings and securities and/or their con-

version into cash (we will carry out the procedures prescribed 
by each financial institution on the heir’s behalf)

• Change of name on real estate
•  Advice concerning allowances to pay tax obligations, such as 

income tax and inheritance tax
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7. Initiatives to Improve Gerontology Literacy

Gerontology examines the various issues that occur as 
people age and is a field of study characterized by inter-
disciplinary viewpoints aimed at investigating ways to help 
people lead better lives. At SuMi TRUST Bank, we are 
focused on studying gerontology together with our clients 
and aim to realize the concept of productive aging whereby 
seniors stay in control of their own lives right to the very 
end and remain an integral part of society despite their old 
age. At SuMi TRUST Bank since 2014 it has been manda-
tory for all branch managers to sit and pass a gerontology 

Partnership with ILC-Japan
SuMi TRUST Holdings is a member of ILC-Japan, the 
Japanese branch of the International Longevity Center, a 
global alliance of organizations focused on gerontology. 
And since fiscal 2017 we have also chaired a research 
group hosted by ILC-Japan that studies lifestyles in 

societies characterized by longevity. In fiscal 2019 we 
invited external experts to come and discuss what kind 
of role companies should be fulfilling in regions where 
populations are rapidly aging.

exam, an accreditation that is put to good use when pro-
viding services to and consulting with elderly clients. From 
February 2020 employees holding a position of responsi-
bility (section managers, team leaders, and above) in the 
head office and branches & departments of the Retail Total 
Solution Services Business will also be required to pass this 
exam. We plan to have these managers and leaders utilize 
the knowledge gained when providing guidance and train-
ing to their subordinates. As of the end of November 2019, 
327 employees had successfully passed the exam.

Silver College Seminars
Since 2012, SuMi TRUST Bank has hosted Silver College 
seminars at its branches across Japan in order to pro-
vide easy-to-understand information about gerontology 
to the senior generation and our clients that currently 

assist them. Topics covered have included money, 
health, dementia, and housing, while the lectures given 
by our group of first-rate instructors have been favorably 
received on every occasion (see page 181).

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Life Partners, the insurance sales arm of SuMi TRUST Bank, opened a new 
Centenarian Anshin Plaza office in Shinjuku in September 2019. The company plans to open up a new 
face-to-face consulting channel primarily focusing on clients that are currently part of the working gen-
eration by blending SuMi TRUST Bank’s specialist products, services, and consulting capabilities with its own insurance consulting 
know-how. The Group will look to utilize this consulting channel to promote the kind of insurance business model only a trust bank 
can deliver—one that offers comprehensive proposals while taking into account taxation, social security, and pension systems. In 
this way, we aim to be the financial institution chosen by our clients as their “best partner” for a long and fulfilling life.

The Anshin Support Corporation was established by SuMi TRUST Bank in November 2018 and having since 
become part of the Bank, it offers estate management and inheritance-related services to clients with no 
living relatives. By combining the numerous functions of the trust bank with the services of this corporation, 
we hope to help alleviate the concerns elderly clients may have about the future, particularly with regard to 
housing, healthcare, and nursing care. SuMi TRUST Bank will utilize this corporation to provide solutions so 
that elderly clients can use their own assets appropriately for themselves.

Opening of Centenarian Anshin Plaza

Establishment of Anshin Support Corporation

Please visit our website for more information.

https://www.smtb.jp/corporate/release/pdf/190823.pdf




